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Who are we

Salvatore Mele 

Data analysis at LEP. In charge 
of Open Access at CERN 
(SCOAP3, INSPIRE et al). 

Helped (re-)build current 
INSPIRE collaboration, service, 
team and partnerships with 
physicists and developers. 

Governance positions on 
scientific/policy information 
initiatives (ORCID, DataCite,…)
	

Sünje Dallmeier-Tiessen

Information scientist. In charge 
of data curation at CERN 

  

CERN Open Data, CERN 
Analysis Preservation, REANA, 
with teams of developers and 

information scientists. 

Many advisory positions on 
data journals, repositories, 

initiatives globally.
	



INSPIRE Collaboration

•  CERN hosts the INSPIRE development team (6 engineers and one product 
manager) and database, service and machines

•  All partners contribute in different parts and amounts to the workflow of ingestion 
and curation of content 
•  getting citations right, 
•  getting papers into the right author profiles, 
•  disambiguating by hand some of those, 
•  checking obscure journals for relevant content,
•  Jobs, conferences,….

•   (Initially) separate bi-lateral agreement with France and Japan for specific national 
curation projects





200K lines of code, machine learning author disambiguation, text mining to reduce hand 
curation, options for authors to improve information, beta soon, mostly done by 2019



SPIRES, INSPIRE, HEPData, CERN… a long story

•  Long collaboration with HEPData – from SPIRES to INSPIRE: facilitating 
discovery/navigation through article-data links

•  Hard to support deeper navigation from INSPIRE and the old HEPData 
infrastructure

•  Hard to ‘attribute’, ‘count’ and ‘cite’ data (as the requests picked up)

“Rough” timeline
•  2014-2015: discussion on mutual benefits of Durham, CERN, INSPIRE, HEP 

community in modernising HEPData
•  2015-2016: CERN investment of a developer to create the ‘new’ HEPData 

customising CERN digital library technology (the same which is becoming a 
‘new’ INSPIRE)

•  April 2016 Workshop to present new HEPData at CERN: https://
indico.cern.ch/event/512652/

•  2016+: CERN runs HEPData web service on as-is basis on its cloud 
infrastructure





More formally: agreements and commitments

•  Discussing an extension of the INSPIRE 
Collaboration (currently CERN, DESY, IHEP Beijing, 
Fermilab, SLAC) to formally include IPPP Durham, 
and clarify commitments to curate, develop, 
operate HEPData

•  INSPIRE Collaboration has its MoU (‘Collaboration 
Agreement’) where each party commit to particular 
efforts, services. Aggregating data, and make it 
findable, is part of the core INSPIRE mission. This 
create the conditions for for IPPP accession.

Relatively clear part:
•  IPPP to commit to ingestion and curation of HEPData content
•  CERN to commit to running the software as-is, and hosting the web service

Critical issues for long-term stability:
•  No resources for software maintenance and necessary/desirable developments



Opportunities for a disciplinary data-repository today

Recent data repository evolution

•  Open Science is strongly asserted by many funding agencies, (FAIR) access to 
data a main pillar. Many start to ‘count’ data among outputs to report. UK 
leading the way in requirements

•  Countless disciplinary and broad-band examples of data repositories, starting 
early 2000 and intensifying 

•  Authoritative registry of research data repositories (re3data.org) counts 1930

Beyond the repository

•  Publishers increasingly require ‘data availability statements’ and make data 
citation a standard

•  More and more initiatives (Publishers, ORCID, funding agencies) expect 
article-data linking as standard





Beyond tables and figures !













Leveraging HEPData for the future

The HEP Community (because of funding agencies, and for its own good!) needs 
a place to deposit (small size) data beyond figures and plots, growing slowly from 
the current HEPData service and philosophy. 

•  INSPIRE originally started offering some small-scale ‘data deposit solution’. 
Not scalable, not appropriate, and confusing with INSPIRE central role of 
aggregator of HEP many sources (e.g. submit preprints to arXiv, then publish 
on JHEP, then find all info and links on INSPIRE, then push info to ORCID)

•  Broadband/institution solutions (Figshare, OSF/COS, university data 
repositories in libraries…) means information is scattered and not tailored to 
HEP needs, hard to find, aggregate, reuse… effectively not FAIR

•  HEPData is uniquely positioned to leverage this opportunity: 
•  current modern software stack
•  trusted ‘brand’ in the community and full community support
•  use the coming STFC funding round to propose this new role
•  serve UK experimental HEP community and beyond



Concrete advice for the bid (2FTE):	
1.  Development effort to adapt and grow software to broader content.

Our advice/experience: 0.75 FTE developer - full-stack engineer with fluent python, 
Javascript, strong software architecture, interest in Open Science

2.  Devise within the HEP experimental and phenomenology communities a 
policy for which content should be targeted/prioritised and build pilot 
services

Our advice/experience: 0.50 FTE information scientist with education/work experience in 
curating/developing data repositories

3.  Interface with all other system and actors in the field (INSPIRE, ORCID, 
DataCite, Publishers, HEP code/MC/tool initiative) to align and 
complement services

Our advice/experience: 0.25 FTE information scientist with understanding of wider context, 
with punctual guidance from physicists in the institute/community

4.  (Of course) continued curation effort for existing content types and 
maintenance of current software stack
Our advice/experience: the remaining 0.25 FTE curator + 0.25 FTE developer

	


